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We propose the use of trapped ions for detection of millicharged dark matter. Millicharged
particles will scatter off the ions, giving a signal either in individual events or in the overall heating
rate of the ions. Ion traps have several properties which make them ideal detectors for such a signal.
First, ion traps have demonstrated significant isolation of the ions from the environment, greatly
reducing the background heating and event rates. Second, ion traps can have low thresholds for
detection of energy deposition, down to ∼ neV. Third, since the ions are charged, they naturally
have large cross sections for scattering with the millicharged particles, further enhanced by the low
velocities of the thermalized millicharges. Despite ion-trap setups being optimized for other goals,
we find that existing measurements put new constraints on millicharged dark matter which are
many orders of magnitude beyond previous bounds. For example, for a millicharge dark matter
mass mQ = 10 GeV and charge 10−3 of the electron charge, ion traps limit the local density to be
nQ . 1 cm−3, a factor ∼ 108 better than current constraints. Future dedicated ion trap experiments
could reach even further into unexplored parameter space.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Particles that carry a fraction of the electron charge,
Q = εe, also called millicharged particles (mCPs) are an
elegant extension to the standard model (SM). The dis-
covery of their simplest iteration, without the presence of
a dark photon, would be a violation of the charge quan-
tization hypothesis. Alternatively, mCPs could also arise
as charges quantized under a dark force which kinemati-
cally mixes with the SM photon [1].

Millicharged particles have attracted significant inter-
est and there have been many attempts to detect them.
Collider and beam-dump experiments have been per-
formed to search for mCPs and null results have lead to
strong limits on their parameter space in the MeV-TeV
mass range. These include LEP [2], the SLAC millicharge
experiment [3], neutrino experiments [4], the Argoneut
experiment [5], MilliQan pathfinder experiment at the
LHC [6] and the BEBC beam dump experiment [7]. A
plethora of experiments have been proposed to improve
these tests and search for still smaller charges [8–11].
At lower masses, stringent limits arise from absence of
anomalous emission in stellar environments [12, 13] at
masses below an MeV. The prospect of mCPs making up
some or all of the dark matter (DM) has also received a
lot of interest over the years. There are robust predictions
for their relic density from the early universe [14, 15], as
well as numerous ways to detect them [16–22] depending
on their mass mQ and charge. Subcomponent millicharge
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DM (mCDM) has also been invoked to explain several re-
cent experimental anomalies [23–28].

Since mCPs interact with the SM particles through
a massless mediator, their transfer cross-section can be
large at small velocities. As a result, mCDM with charge
large enough to scatter in the atmosphere and Earth over-
burden of direct detection experiments, rapidly loses its
virial kinetic energy and thermalizes with the environ-
ment. When it eventually reaches a direct detection ex-
periment, it does not possess enough energy to deposit
in the detector and can not be observed at direct de-
tection experiments [29]. However, these mCPs which
are now cooled to the ambient temperature, get trapped
due to Earth’s gravity and build up for the duration of
the Earth’s existence. This can lead to mCP densities on
Earth up to fourteen orders of magnitude larger than that
of the virial population in the galaxy [30]. This slow, al-
beit dense population requires novel detection strategies,
some of which include mCP particle-antiparticle annihi-
lation in a large-volume detector [30] and accelerating
mCPs present in electrostatic accelerator tubes to higher
energies, sufficient for subsequent direct detection [30]. If
the charge is large enough, negatively charged mCPs can
bind with large positively charged SM nuclei, thereby
creating fractional charge for a macroscopic material.
Searches for such fractional charges bound to a sample
material include Millikan-like oil-drop experiments [31],
as well as more recent levitation experiments with micro-
spheres [32, 33]. However, these limits hinge critically on
the assumption that the negatively charged mCPs bind
to matter, thereby restricting their validity to only large
charges and masses.

In this work, we point out an alternate search strat-
egy; the remarkably stable trapped ions developed for
metrology and quantum information science are the ideal
targets to detect an ambient thermalized mCP popula-
tion. There is a long history of using trapped charged
SM particles for particle physics applications. Trapped
ions have been used to measure the anomalous magnetic
moment of the electron [34], the electron’s electric dipole
moment [35], proton and antiproton magnetic moments
[36, 37], as well as time variation in fundamental con-
stants which can be induced by ultralight bosonic dark
matter [38]. Ion traps are also the preeminent candidate
for qubits to realize quantum computing [39].

For all of the applications listed above and especially
for magnetic moment measurements and quantum com-
puting, it is important to keep the ion trapped for suffi-
ciently long duration without heating from the surround-
ings. In the last couple of decades, there has been re-
markable progress in reduction of the measured heating
rate of trapped ions [40]. Further progress is expected
and is an active area of research in order to achieve scal-
ability of multi-ion systems and increased sampling rate
in precision measurements. We briefly explain why the
above properties make ion traps the ideal candidate for
detecting mCPs next.

1.1. Summary of Findings

We propose the use of ion traps as detectors for mil-
licharged particle (mCP) dark matter. While an individ-
ual ion constitutes a much smaller target mass than any
other dark matter direct detection experiment, a trapped
ion has significant advantages for detection of mCPs in-
cluding isolation from the environment, a lower energy
threshold for detection, and a larger scattering cross sec-
tion with mCPs. These advantages outweigh the small
target mass, allowing ion traps to reach many orders of
magnitude past other detection methods for mCPs.

Significant effort has been put into isolating trapped
ions from their environments. Thus trapped ions are now
sensitive to small energy depositions down to ∼ neV. The
dense, thermal gas mCPs, if they exist on Earth, would
permeate the detector and can scatter off the ion. De-
pending on the nature of the experiment, it may be pos-
sible to measure individual scattering events or just an
overall heating rate of the ion. The mCPs are thermal-
ized with the walls of the detector which is held at a
temperature much higher than the temperature of the
trapped ion. Thus, the higher-energy mCPs can transfer
kinetic energy which can be detected either as a single
jump of the trapped ion, or an accumulation of several
scatters resulting in heating of the ion. We will discuss
both types of signals. The high degree of isolation of
the ion achievable in these traps makes them sensitive to
scattering rates for mCDM over a wide range of param-
eter space.

Ion traps also make excellent mCDM detectors because
of their low energy thresholds that are set by the energy-
level spacings in the trap that can be as low as ∼ neV.
This allows detection of single scattering events with this
energy and also allows such low-energy scatters to con-
tribute to the heating rate.

Furthermore, because they are charged, ions make ex-
cellent targets for mCP scattering. mCPs scatter with
ions via Rutherford scattering which is greatly enhanced
at small relative velocities and momentum transfers.
Since the mCPs are thermalized with the walls, they
generally have much lower velocities than virialized dark
matter. The corresponding boost to the scattering cross
section combined with the large number density of the
thermalized mCPs makes direct detection with single ions
viable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2
we provide a description of ion traps. In Sec. 3, we pro-
vide an overview of the mCP density on Earth, as well as
their dynamics, including propagation through the trap.
The detection signals are explained in Sec. 4 and results
and projections are presented in Sec. 5. We conclude with
a discussion in Sec. 6.
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2. ION TRAPS

Traps for (single) charged particles belong to the basic
tool-set of atomic, molecular, and optical physics [41].
They have wide applications in determinations of atomic
masses and fundamental constants, in precision measure-
ments to test fundamental symmetries, and in quantum
information technology. Typical ingredients common to
all trap experiments are shown in Fig. 1. The core of the
experiments are usually sets of electrodes supplied by AC
and DC voltages, optionally placed in strong magnetic
fields. The electrodes are mounted in vacuum chambers,
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FIG. 1: Elements common to typical trap experiments.
A set of electrodes supplied by AD and DC voltages is
mounted in a vacuum chamber, optionally in a strong

magnetic field. Cryogenic traps have in addition
thermal shielding and cryogenic vacuum chambers at
low temperatures in their surroundings. The particles

are manipulated with laser beams, microwave and
radio-frequency generators. Signals are read-out by

detecting image currents or fluorescent light.

in some cryogenic trap experiments pressures on the level
of 10−18 mbar are achieved, which provides ultra-long
particle storage times [42] and enables non-destructive
long-term studies at low background. Thermal shield-
ing and an additional insulation vacuum chamber usu-
ally surround the inner vacuum chamber. The trapped
particles are manipulated, cooled and excited via laser,
microwave and radio-frequency-drives. The experimen-
tal signals for ultra-sensitive precision studies, frequency
measurements, and monitoring of quantum information-
processing protocols are either image-currents picked up
by sensitive detection circuits, or fluorescence signals.
The signals are acquired and processed with spectrum
analyzers and charge coupled device (CCD) cameras, re-
spectively.

2.1. Penning Traps

In a Penning trap, there is a strong magnetic field B0

superimposed with an electrostatic quadrupolar potential

Φ(z, ρ), which is attractive along the magnetic field axis.
The motion of a charged particle in such crossed static
fields is composed of harmonic oscillator modes of three
independent types. The modified cyclotron and the mag-
netron modes correspond to oscillations perpendicular to
the axis, while the axial mode corresponds to oscillations
along the magnetic field lines. Associated with the mode
oscillations are the three trap eigenfrequencies ν+, ν−,
and νz, respectively. Room-temperature traps such as
that in Ref. [43], cool and trap ions such as 40Ca+ or
9Be+ to the axial ground state using optical sideband
cooling [45]. A delay period after cooling is followed by
subsequent spectroscopy which determines the final state
of the ion, thus measuring the heating rate. The lowest
heating rate achieved thus far at room temperature is re-
ported in Ref. [43] where the increase in the number of
phonons of the axial mode was reported to be ṅ = 0.3/s
with the axial frequency νz = 0.3 MHz, see Tab. I.
Particularly interesting for the detection of mode energy
changes are experiments dedicated to direct measure-
ments of nuclear magnetic moments such as those of the
proton [46], the antiproton [37], or 3He2+ [47]. These ex-
periments operate advanced cryogenic Penning-trap sys-
tems consisting of multi-trap assemblies, common to all
of them is a so-called analysis trap with a strong su-
perimposed magnetic inhomogeneity B(z) = B0 +B2z

2,
where B2 characterizes its strength [48]. The interaction
of the magnetic bottle with the particle’s magnetic mo-
ment µz = µ+ +µ−+µs results in a magnetostatic axial
energy EB,z = −µzBz, where µ+ and µ− are the orbital
angular magnetic moments associated with the modified
cyclotron and the magnetron mode, while µs is the spin
magnetic moment. As a result, the particle’s axial fre-
quency νz = νz,0 + ∆νz(n+, n−,ms) becomes a function
of the radial trap eigenstates n+ and n−, as well as the
spin eigenstate ms with

∆νz =
hν+

4π2mνz

B2

B0

((
n+ +

1

2

)
+
ν−
ν+

(
n− +

1

2

)
+
g

2
ms

)
.

(1)

Measurements of single-particle magnetic moments in
Penning traps rely on the detection of axial frequency
shifts ∆νz,SF induced by driven spin quantum transitions
∆ms = 1. Since nuclear magnetic moments are about
three orders of magnitude smaller than the Bohr mag-
neton, these experiments require highest sensitivity with
respect to magnetic moments, which is usually achieved
by the utilization of magnetic bottle strengths of the or-
der B2 ≈ 100 kT/m2 to B2 ≈ 400 kT/m2. Combined
with continuous measurements of the axial frequency,
such strong magnetic bottles provide excellent resolution
of the radial mode energies with

(∆νz)

∆Eρ
=

1

4π2mνz

B2

B0
≈ 1

Hz

µeV
, (2)

while in axial frequency measurements resolutions of or-
der 200 mHz·

√
s/
√
tavg are achieved, tavg being the av-

eraging time which is typically on the order of several
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Experiment Type Ion Vz Twall ωp [neV] Tion[neV] Heating Rate (neV/s)

Hite et al, 2012 [40] Paul 9Be+ 0.1 V 300 K ωz = 14.8 14.8 640

Goodwin et al, 2016 [43] Penning 40Ca+ 175 V 300 K ωz = 1.24 1.24 0.37

Borchert et al, 2019 [44] Penning p̄ 0.633 V 5.6 K ω+ = 77.4 7240 0.13

ω− = 0.050

TABLE I: List of ion traps and the relevant experimental parameters used for setting limits in this paper. The ion
used, Vz, potential barrier in the axial direction and Twall, the temperature of the walls of the trap and ωp, the

fundamental frequency of the trap in the relevant direction are listed. Also listed are Tion, the temperature of the
ion in the trap and the measured heating rate.

tens of seconds. Transition rates in the radial modes
(dn+,−)/dt ∝ (n+,−/ω+,−)SE(ω+,−) lead to random
walks in radial energy space and to axial frequency dif-
fusion. Here SE(ω+,−) is the power spectral density of a
noisy background drive, and n+,− is the principal quan-
tum number of the modified cyclotron (n+) / magnetron
(n−) oscillator. The scaling of the heating rate with
n+,− is related to eigenstate-overlap of harmonic oscil-
lator states [48].
By analyzing time sequences of axial frequency measure-
ments νz(t), the average radial quantum transition rates
are obtained. With a highly optimized trap setup with
which the antiproton magnetic moment was measured
with 1.5 parts per billion precision, the BASE experi-
ment at CERN reports on the observation of absolute
cyclotron transition rates of 6(1) quanta per hour [44].
Together with the determination of the n+ state during
the recorded measurement, this result is consistent with a
projected ground state heating rate of 0.1 cyclotron quan-
tum transitions per hour, setting an upper limit which is
by a factor of 1800 lower than the best reported Paul-
trap heating rates, and by a factor of 230 lower than
the best room-temperature Penning trap. These num-
bers are summarized in Tab. I. Note that the antiproton
experiments are conducted in a background vacuum of
≈ 10−18 mbar [42], constraining parasitic heating induced
by collisions with background-gas to a level of 4×10−9/s.

2.2. Paul Traps

Paul traps or radiofrequency traps utilize an oscillating
voltage to confine in the perpendicular direction instead
of the magnetic field used for the same purpose in the
Penning trap. Paul traps have a rich history of being
used as mass spectrometers and more recently in building
quantum computers [49].

The effective potential in the presence of both DC and
AC potentials can be written as

ψ(x, y, z, t) = (UDC + VAC cos Ωt)
r2 + 2(z2

0 − z2)

r2
0 + 2z2

0

. (3)

Here z is the axial direction, r the radial direction with
the distance to the electrodes given by r0 and z0. The

rapidly oscillating potential creates a pseudopotential for
charges of both signs and this leads to approximately
simple harmonic motion very close to the trap center.
After laser cooling to the ground state, the total heating
rate can be measured via Raman sideband technique [50].
There has been extensive study of the heating rate in
Paul traps and its dependence on distance to electrodes,
wall temperature, trap temperature [49] as well as ion
beam treatment of electrodes [40]. Electric field noise
from the electrodes has been identified as the dominant
heating source, with the dependence on distance scal-
ing as d−2 [49] to d−4 [51]. Although heating rates are
lower for bigger traps [52], smaller sized traps employ
shallower potential wells ≈ 0.1 V. As we shall see, this
allows mCPs with large charge to reach the trap and
hence provide complementary reach at large charge pa-
rameter space. Hence we reinterpret limits only from a
microtrap [40]. The heating rates reported in [40] are
ṅ = 43/s for the axial frequency νz = 3.6 MHz. These
numbers are tabulated in Tab. I.

3. MILLICHARGED PARTICLE DYNAMICS

3.1. Terrestrial Accumulation

If mCDM exists and is virialized in the galaxy, there
is a non-zero flux of mCPs flowing through the Earth at
all times. This mCDM stops in the atmosphere or rock
overburden for large enough charge, and can accumulate
on Earth. This process was treated in detail in [29] and
the subsequent accumulation in [30]. We provide here a
summary of the relevant results of these papers that are
used in Section. 5 and refer the reader to [30] for details.

Following [30] we consider effectively millicharge par-
ticles mediated by a dark photon which kinematically
mixes with the SM photon. The dark photon mass is
taken to be large enough (mA′ & 10−12 eV) such that
the effect of large-scale electric and magnetic fields can
be ignored while considering mCP propagation1. In this
limit, the mCPs with mass mQ ≥ 1 GeV are stuck on the

1 We leave to upcoming work the calculation of the accumulation of
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Earth after thermalization.2 The volume averaged DM
number density on Earth, 〈nQ〉 can be several orders of
magnitude larger than the virial DM density. It is given
by,

〈nQ〉 =
πR2
⊕vvirt⊕

4/3πR3
⊕

nvir

≈ 3× 1015

cm3

t⊕
1010 y

fQ
GeV

mQ
, (4)

where, R⊕ and t⊕ are the radius and age of the Earth
and nvir and vvir are the galactic virial number density
and velocity. However, the equilibrium density profile is
peaked at the Earth core. This density nstatic was cal-
culated by taking into account the Earth’s temperature
and density variations in [54]. However, the sinking to
the Earth’s core is not immediate, and there is a dynamic
population, the so-called “traffic-jam” density, ntj, given
by,

ntj = nvir
vvir

vterm
. (5)

Here, vterm is the terminal velocity in rock, given in [30].
Finally, the density in the laboratory, nlab is given by,

nlab = Max (nstatic,Min (ntj, 〈nQ〉)) (6)

These results are applicable only for ε large enough,
such that it stops in the corresponding overburden. Ac-
cording to [30] this is valid only for

ε & 2× 10−4

√
mQ

GeV
surface,

& 3× 10−6

√
mQ

GeV
1 km mine. (7)

It is also important to comment on the asymmetry
of the mCP population. If the mCDM is a symmetric
population with equal number of particles and antipar-
ticles, accumulation on Earth can result in Sommerfeld-
enhanced annihilations which prevent build up. We con-
sider here the asymmetric case such that opposite charges
are carried by different species just like the the SM pro-
ton and electron, such that annihilations are absent. In
this scenario, for large enough ε, the negatively charged
mCPs can form deep bound states with the large posi-
tively nuclei, whereas the positive mCPs can only bind
with the less massive electrons which also have smaller
charge compared to the heavy SM nuclei. In ref. [30] it

millicharged dark matter in cases where the electric and magnetic
fields are relevant [53]. Once such calculations are complete, our
given limits on the number density in the lab can be translated
to limits on dark matter fraction in theses cases.

2 Millicharged particles with masses below 1 GeV can accumulate
on Earth temporarily before evaporating. We leave limits on
these masses for future work.

was pointed out that positive mCPs with ε ≥ 0.042 bind
to electrons at 300 K (room temperature). We find that
such bound states are temporary with electrons rapidly
preferring to bind with ions which possess larger charge
than the positive mCPs. Thus the terrestrial population
of positive mCPs remains free of binding for ε . 1 and is
present as a locally thermalized population that is diffus-
ing everywhere. Thus, the results we derive apply to all
positive charges with ε . 1 and negative charges which
do not bind with nuclei, i.e [30] ε < me

µQ,N
where µQ,N is

the reduced mass of the mCDM-nuclear system.
It is important to emphasize that the limits put on the

ambient number density are applicable to mCPs charged
directly under the SM photon as well as to ones mediated
by a dark photon as long as the dark photon mass is below
the relevant momentum transfer for scattering with ions
which is around 1 eV.

3.2. Passage Through Apparatus

We next turn to the trajectory of mCPs through the
trap peripherals in order to reach the trapped ion. We
need to know the density and temperature of the mCPs
reaching the ion. In this subsection we explain the main
factors entering the calculation, but as the calculation
itself is somewhat involved we leave the details to Ap-
pendix A. Our main result is in Eq. (A9) relating the

number density of mCPs at the position of the ion, nQion,
to the ambient number density on the Earth nlab. This
is the equation we use to set our limits on mCPs.

At equilibrium, mCPs are expected to have roughly
uniform density near the Earth’s surface, including per-
meating all materials. However the conditions of the ex-
periment can affect this naive expectation for several rea-
sons.

First, some of the ion traps we consider are cryogenic.
Over essentially all of our parameter space the mCPs
have a short interaction length in material and so will
rapidly thermalize to the cryostat temperature as they
enter the experiment. By itself this would lead to an
increase in mCP density by a factor linear in mCP veloc-
ity (∝

√
T ) because the fluxes entering and leaving the

cryostat must be equal in equilibrium.
Second, the ion traps are surrounded by metal which

has a work function that can affect the passage of mCPs.
This is only relevant for mCPs of relatively large charge
(ε & 10−2) but for those it can be a significant effect.
The work function for mCPs, which we will call εφ, is not
simply ε times the work function for electrons. For elec-
trons the work function arises from several contributions
of varying signs including e.g. the binding to the lattice
of nuclei, the Fermi sea of other electrons, and surface
effects such as the “double layer” or the image charge po-
tential. Several of these do not apply or are negligible for
mCPs. Recall we are only considering positively charged
mCPs since the negative ones may be stuck deeply bound
to some nucleus somewhere on the Earth. Thus the main
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effects are repulsion by the double layer and possibly also
repulsion from the nuclei. We consider the work function
for mCPs in more detail in Appendix A 2. Our conclu-
sion is that the work function is repulsive for positively
charged mCPs and thus every metal sheet provides a bar-
rier for mCPs to cross. The size of the potential barrier
that has to be crossed is φ ∼ few eV. Note that for an ex-
periment at room temperature (T ∼ 0.03 eV) the metal
barriers are then irrelevant for charges ε . 10−1 because
the Boltzmann tail easily pushes a fast enough rate of
mCPs over the barrier. For a cryogenic experiment at
T ∼ 6 K ∼ 5×10−4 eV, the metal barrier will be relevant
for charges ε & 10−3 and essentially insurmountable for
charges ε & 10−2. As we show in Appendix A, the most
important effect comes from an experiment encased in
two different metals where the work function for mCPs
rises from the outer metal to the inner metal. We will
take this difference to be ∆φ = 3 eV for all experiments
we consider since this will be a conservative estimate as
we show in Appendix A 2.

Third, the ions are always in a region of ultrahigh vac-
uum. This means that pumps were used to remove the
Standard Model (SM) particles. Given a short interac-
tion length of the mCP in materials, these pumps could
remove the mCPs from the ion chamber as well. In one
of the experiments we consider (Goodwin et al. [43]) this
effect is not relevant because the trap is at room tem-
perature and the region of sensitivity is at low enough ε
that the millicharges pass easily through the walls3. In
the other two experiments we consider (Hite et al. [40]
and Borchert et al. [44]), the vacuum pumps are turned
off well before the actual data taking is begun. In the
case of Borchert this is at least a year, while for Hite we
conservatively assume it is only a day4. And of course
mCPs are always continually flowing in from the walls of
the vacuum chamber. This would rapidly refill the trap
region and this effect would not be relevant, except for
the largest charges where the refill can be slow because
of the work function of the surrounding metal. This does
mean that, depending on the parameters of the mCP and
of the ion trap, the number density in the trap may be
either in the equilibrium regime or in the filling regime.
This is why Eq. (A8) has two different regimes. Eq. (A8)
relates the number density of mCPs inside the trap ntrap

to the ambient number density on the Earth nlab. There
is then one remaining step to find the number density of
mCPs at the position of the ion.

Fourth, the ion trap itself has applied electromagnetic
fields to trap the ion. These can affect the passage of
the mCPs, though again this is only relevant for larger
charges ε & 10−3. Tab. I lists parameters of the vari-
ous experiments we consider. All the experiments use an

3 The sensitivity is limited to be below 10−3 charge because of the
large trap potential as will be discussed in Section 5.

4 The final answer is only logarithmically sensitive to this timescale
anyway.

electric DC potential to confine the ion in the axial direc-
tion. The height of the potential barrier along the axial
direction is listed as Vz. The mCPs in the trap are ther-
malized to the temperature of the walls of the trap Twall.
Starting from the number density of mCPs calculated
inside the trap ntrap in Eq. (A8), we take a Boltzmann
suppression on the number density which can make it up
the axial barrier height. Thus we take the final number
density at the position of the ion to be given by Eq. (A9).
For the experiments we consider this Boltzmann suppres-
sion is relevant for setting the ceiling (largest ε values) of
the Goodwin regions in Figure 2, but is irrelevant for the
other regions. The Penning traps use a magnetic field to
confine the ions in the radial direction. This B-field will
cause mCPs with a large enough charge to circle around
the axial B-field lines but they are still free to move along
the axis. The magnetic field does not change the phase-
space density of the mCPs and so it does not significantly
affect our signal. The Paul traps use an RF potential to
confine the ion in the radial direction. This potential
around the minimum is locally attractive for the positive
mCP independent of the sign of the charge of the trapped
ion. An mCP coming from far outside the RF fields in a
radial direction could give a barrier in principle. However
for mCPs approaching along the axial direction, the RF
pseudopotential in the axial direction is very weak and
negligible. And then such mCPs will actually be con-
centrated in the radial direction towards the ion at the
center of the trap since the potential is locally attractive.
We conservatively ignore this possible (Sommerfeld-like)
enhancement though it could be large. For large enough
mCP masses, mQ & 1010GeV, the free-fall under grav-
ity can generate velocities much larger than the thermal
velocities assumed. This can increase the heating rate
further. We conservatively ignore this effect and leave its
consideration for future work.

4. OBSERVABLES FOR MILLICHARGED
PARTICLES IN ION TRAPS

In this section we consider the interaction of ambient
mCPs with ion traps to identify observables for detection.
As seen in Section. 3 3.2, the mCPs enter the ion trap
with effective temperature TQ ≥ Twall, where Twall is the
wall temperature. Twall = 5.6 K for the cryogenic trap
we consider [44] and Twall = Troom ≈ 300 K for room
temperature traps. The ions in the trap are at a much
colder temperature Tion � Twall. With this hierarchy of
temperatures, the mCPs can cause two types of signal.

The first signal involves individual scattering events
that impart energy Eion to the ion thus leading to a
change in its harmonic oscillator quantum number. This
signal is very similar to dark matter scattering in a con-
ventional dark matter detector. The rate of events has
to be slower than the rate at which the ions are inter-
rogated. Eion also needs to exceed the energy resolution
Eres for detection.
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The second type of signal is the heating of the trapped
ion due to collisions with multiple mCPs. In this case,
the individual hits Eion can be smaller than Eres and only
the sum needs to exceed this resolution.

For both of these signal types, we only consider indi-
vidual energy transfers Eion much larger than the typical
energy spacing of the trap ω, for concreteness Eion ≥ 10ω.
5 In this limit, the trapped ion can be approximated as
a free particle with initial energy Tion and final energy
Tion+Eion. Equivalently, for energy transfers much larger
than the spacing, the form-factor that incorporates wave-
function overlap can be approximated to unity. We start
quantifying both of these signals by the angular differen-
tial cross-section given by the Rutherford formula,

dσ

dΩ
=

2πα2ε2

µ2v4
rel (1− cos θ)

2 , (8)

where θ is the scattering angle. We next introduce kine-
matic variables that simplify the computation of the scat-
tering rate. The results are presented here, with the de-
tails of the derivation presented in Appendix. B. The
incoming mCP and trapped ion velocities are assumed
to be vQ and vion respectively. The center of mass (CM)
velocity vCM is given by,

vCM =
(mionvion +mQvQ)

mion +mQ
. (9)

The change in velocity of the ion, ∆vion is given by,

∆vion =
mQ

mion +mQ
[(cos θ − 1) (vion − vQ)

+ sin θ|vion − vQ|n⊥] . (10)

The transferred energy Eion is given by,

Eion = mionvCM.∆vion. (11)

Given a threshold Ethr, the single event rate Rsingle

with energy transfer Eion above this threshold is,

Rsingle (Eion ≥ Ethr) = nQion

∫
d3vQgQ

∫
d3viongion

∫
dΩ

|vQ − vion|
dσ

dΩ
Θ (|Eion| − Ethr) .

(12)

Here nQion is the number density of mCPs at the ion po-
sition and is given by Eq. (A9), gion(Q) is the Maxwell–
Boltzmann distribution for the ion/mCP with tempera-
tures Tion and Twall, respectively.

5 In principle, energy transfers Eion = n × ω where all integers
n ≥ 1 are allowed. We restrict Eion ≥ 10 × ω, a conservative
choice that helps avoid form-factor calculations.

The heating rate per ion, Ḣ can be computed through,

Ḣ = nQion

∫
d3vQgQ

∫
d3viongion

∫
dΩ|vQ − vion|

dσ

dΩ
EionΘ (|Eion| − Ethr) Θ (Esamp − |Eion|) . (13)

The Heaviside theta function ensures the inequality
Ethr ≤ Eion ≤ Esamp. Here Esamp is defined so as to
prevent the average heating rate from including contri-
bution from extremely rare events. It is defined through,

Rsingle (Eion ≥ Esamp) tobs = 1, (14)

where tobs is the total observation time.

5. RESULTS

In this section, we set constraints on mCPs and make
projections for the future by using the expressions for the
signal rates derived in Sec. 4.

5.1. Limits from existing measurements

To obtain existing limits, we use the data presented
in Tab. I. All of the trap parameters for the 9Be+ trap
are taken from [40] while the trap depth is conserva-
tively taken to be Vz = 0.1 V, an order of magnitude
larger than the typical potential depths in microtraps6.
While the rest of the parameters for the 40Ca+ exper-
iment are provided in [43], we obtained the potential
depth Vz = 175 V from the authors. Finally, for ref. [44],
we use the parameters Twall = 5.6 K and Vz=0.6 V. While
the analysis in [44] dealt with measuring the cyclotron
mode (ω+), the observable heating rate is equivalently a
limit on the magnetron mode (ω−) also. While individ-
ual jumps in ω− are unobservable with existing precision,
the frequency shift due to the heating rate accumulates.
Since the Rutherford cross-section increases for smaller
energy transfers, we use ω− to convert existing heating
limits into limits on mCPs.

We start by plotting existing limits in Fig.2 in the mil-
licharge ε vs mass mQ parameter space for contours of
constant ambient density nlab. As mentioned earlier, for
mCDM, the lab density is expected to be orders of mag-
nitude larger than the virial density, i.e. nlab � nvir.
In the left panel, limits arising from the antiproton trap
[44] in blue, 40Ca+ [43] in red and 9Be in green [40] for
an ambient density of nlab = 103/cm3. The dominant
limits arise from the antiproton trap owing to its supe-
rior heating rate as seen in Tab. I. However, since it is a
cryogenic trap, the limits disappear at ε ≈ 10−2 owing to

6 see for e.g. [55] from the same group where the potential depth
is report to be Vz=5 mV
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FIG. 2: Compilation of new limits using existing heating measurements from various traps in Table I: a room
temperature Paul trap, Hite et al. [40], a room temperature Penning trap, Goodwin et al. [43] and a cryogenic

penning trap, Borchert et al. [44]. (left) Comparison between traps for an ambient density nlab = 103cm−3; (right)
Combined limits from the three traps for different nlab

the suppression arising from mCPs finding it increasingly
difficult to penetrate metals due to their work function.
As explained in Section. 3 and Appendix. A, this factor

roughly scales as e
− ε∆φ
Twall where ∆φ is the difference in

work functions between two adjacent metals. Hence this
suppression is ameliorated for room temperature traps
like the 9Be+ trap [40] in green which extends to ε ≈ 0.1.
While the 40Ca+ trap in red is also at room tempera-
ture, the trap is at a potential of 175 V and thus mCP
charges above ε ≈ 10−3 do not reach the ion. However,
there is reach to higher mCP masses for this trap as a
result of the ion being more massive. The right panel of
Fig. 2 corresponds to combined limits from these three
experiments for different nlab.

As is clear from both figures, existing data for anoma-
lous heating in traps sets exquisite bounds on mCPs
thermalized locally. Bounds are applicable to orders of
magnitude in the mCP mass mQ as well as many orders
of magnitude in charge. Number densities as small as
nlab = 1 cm−3 are ruled out around the ε ≈ 10−3 and
mQ ≈ 10 GeV parameter point.

In order to compare these limits on the ambient mCP
population to ones that already exist in literature, we fix
the mCP mass mQ = 10 GeV and show limits in the nlab

vs ε plane in Fig. 3. The same color coding as Fig. 2 is
followed. In gray we show limits from LEP [7], as well as
limits on mCPs bound in matter arising from Oil drop
experiments [31], and levitation experiments [32, 33]. As
noted earlier, the limits on mCPs bound in matter are ap-
plicable only to negative mCPs with large enough charge

such that binding with SM nuclei is possible. Further-
more, if mCP-SM bound states exist, there is no guaran-
tee for these bound states to be evenly distributed all over
the Earth. However, for the positive mCPs none of these
caveats apply and they thermalize and distribute them-
selves over the entire Earth volume. Regardless, as seen
in Fig. 3 the limits obtained from ion traps are orders of
magnitude stronger than the levitation experiments. For
ε ≈ 3× 10−3, lab densities as small as nlab & 1cm−3 are
ruled out by the measured heating rate at the antiproton
experiment [44].

Next, in Fig. 4 we convert limits on nlab into limits on
the fraction of virial DM existing in mCPs, fQ =

ρQ
ρDM

.

For this purpose we use nlab from Eq. 6. Existing limits
from colliders are shown in gray. The solid parts of the
colored contours correspond to the region where the in-
coming virial DM gets thermalized within 1 meter and
hence the robust current limits we put are restricted to
this region i.e. above the top black line. The dashed lines
show the reach for an identical heating rate experiment
that is conducted in a deep mine at 1km depth. Virial
DM fractions as small as fQ ≈ 10−12 are already ruled us-
ing existing heating data for DM masses in the 1-10 GeV
mass range. For heavier masses, the terminal velocity
is larger and hence the traffic jam densities are smaller.
Nonetheless we set limits on DM fractions as small as
fQ = 10−3 for masses as large as mQ ≈ 105 GeV.

The limits presented above were derived using data
from existing experiments that measure the anomalous
heating rate. We next make projections for the future
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FIG. 3: Comparison of limits derived in this work from
[40, 43, 44] with existing limits from Oil Drop [31],

levitation experiments [32, 33] and LEP [7] for mQ = 10
GeV.
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FIG. 4: Limits and projections on the virial DM
fraction in mCPs as a function of ε and mQ. Since the
current experiments were all conducted at the surface,

the robust limits are only above the “>1m
Thermalization” line where the colored contours are
solid. For a hypothetical deep mine experiment, the

dashed part of the contours are also accessible.

FIG. 5: Event Rate limits and projections for
nlab = 103cm−3. Existing limits from heating of the ω−

mode are shown (brown shaded) from Fig 2. The
projection for a search for single events in the BASE
experiment [44] with energy deposit above 10ω+ and

rate 0.1 event/hr are shown (dark blue). Here
ω+ = 77.4 neV and ω− = 0.050 neV. Next, projections

are also shown assuming sensitivity to 1 Event/year
event rates. In pink, we show sensitivity from the
existing setup of Ref. [44]. The light blue curve

corresponds to swapping a single (anti)-proton with
fully ionized Calcium or equivalently trapping 400

Calcium ions in a Coulomb crystal. We also show the
reach for a futuristic experiment with energy thresholds

of Emin = 10ω− in green. Finally, reach from a
hypothetical electron trap with trap frequency

ω = 200 neV and Emin = 2 µeV is shown in orange.

to capture improvements in reducing the heating rate as
well as to incorporate mCP detection specific modifica-
tions.

5.2. Projections

Limits shown thus far arise from the cumulative heat-
ing rate measured. Another promising avenue, is the
(non)-observation of individual event rates. In Fig. 5,
we compare projections from a non-observation of single
event with Eion ≥ 10ω+ with the same parameters as ex-
isting data in Ref. [44] in dark blue with the heating of
the much smaller ω− in brown for nlab = 103 cm−3.

We find that this projection is near-identical to the
heating limit in brown. Both the heating limits as well as
the event rate sensitivity are expected to improve in the
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future. For e.g. heating rates are known to decrease with
larger electrode distance or increasing the frequency of
the trapped ion [49]. Whereas the mCP search with the
heating rate in the current BASE apparatus is already
background limited, the event rate analysis is not.

It is unclear what the limiting background will be for
events with Emin = 10ω. The harmonic oscillator selec-
tion rules prevent excitation of Eion > ω. Background
gas particles at the existing pressure of 3 × 10−18 mbar

and 100Å
2

cross-section, correspond to 1 event every
5000 years. The limiting rate will perhaps be electric field
noise, whose estimate is unknown. In Fig. 5 we make pro-
jections for various experimental choices for an optimistic
choice of 1 yr−1 event rates for nlab = 103 cm−3. In pink,
we show projections for a trapped proton keeping the ex-
isting energy threshold Emin = 10ω+ and other parame-
ters in [44]. Next, we explore the reach for highly charged
ions as well as ions in a lattice (see for e.g. Ref. [56] for
recent heating limits from highly charged 40Ar13+ ions
in a lattice). In light blue, we consider the same set up
as [44] but consider the reach for fully ionized Calcium,
which enhances the Rutherford scattering cross-section
due to large ionic charge. This limit is also equivalent
to 400 ions in a Coulomb crystal observed for 1 year. In
green, we consider the effect of a vast and futuristic im-
provement in sensitivity to the energy jump of a single
event, Emin = 10ω−. Finally we consider a hypotheti-
cal electron trap, with trap frequency ω = 0.3 GHz and
Emin=3 GHz. Despite the large trap frequency required
for electron trapping, it is competitive with ions in the
small mQ regime. This is because the momentum trans-
fer is much smaller for electron targets compared to ions
for the same energy transfer.

6. DISCUSSION

Generic cosmologies should produce non-trivial abun-
dances of well motivated stable particles that make up
some or all of the observed DM density provided the re-
heat temperature is high enough. Such a cosmic density
of millicharge particles, with large enough charge, can get
stopped on Earth and accumulate through the planet’s
history, forming an overdense, locally thermalized popu-
lation. In this work, we analyzed the utility of ion traps
as detectors of such an mCP population. Ions trapped in
harmonic potentials can detect energy deposits as small
as neV with low intrinsic backgrounds. We have shown
that the existing measurement of heating rates in Pen-
ning and Paul traps [40, 43, 44] sets strong limits on a
wide range of mCP masses and charges as seen in Fig. 2.
These limits on the ambient thermalized population im-
prove on existing limits from levitated spheres by several
orders of magnitude with no assumptions about binding
of mCPs in material. This can be seen in Fig. 3.

These limits can in turn be interpreted as limits on the
fraction of virial DM existing in mCPs, fQ =

ρQ
ρDM

. We

find in Fig. 4 that fractions as small as fQ & 10−12 are

ruled out for masses around 1-100 GeV for millicharge
around 10−3. Smaller charges can be probed with a sim-
ilar setup conducted deep underground.

Turning to future prospects, while modest improve-
ments in the observed heating rates are expected, greater
strides can be made with single event observation as
seen in Fig. 5. With event/year sensitivities, a single
(anti)proton can improve upon the existing bounds from
heating by one order of magnitude with energy thresh-
olds of ≈ 100 neV. Reducing energy threshold can further
increase the parameter space that can be probed.

Another viable direction is using a single fully ionized
heavy ion [56] which increases the Rutherford cross-
section with mCPs. Multiple ions that form a Coulomb
crystal also result in increased sensitivity. While we
made projections only for the single event rate for a
Coulomb crystal, it is reasonable to expect better sig-
nal/background discrimination by considering in detail
the selection rules for collective excitations of the crys-
tal. Heavier ions will however require improvements in
energy resolution in order to be sensitive to the same
quantum jump as an (anti)proton experiment.

Ion experiments have been shown to be trans-
portable [57–59] and can thus be conducted at different
altitudes; deep underground in mines, at high altitudes
or in space will have drastically different mCP induced
heating rate due to the large densities at mines and virial
densities in space. This can be used for sensitivity to
smaller ambient mCP densities as well as a viable back-
ground discrimination tool.

Finally, electrons can be stably trapped in deep poten-
tial wells. Due to its lower mass, an electron can extract
≈ mp

me
more energy than a proton for the same momen-

tum transfer. For masses around 1 GeV and below, elec-
tron traps might be a promising alternative to probe low
charges. It is important to emphasize the complementar-
ity of different traps. Existing Traps of larger sizes have
lower heating rates but feature deeper potentials. Hence,
they are suited for probing small charges, whereas mi-
crotraps are ideal for larger charges. The choice of the
trapped charged SM particle, a heavy ion, a proton or
an electron can provide optimal sensitivity to different
masses due to kinematic matching. For mCP detection
purposes, a large trap with shallow trapping potentials
will be optimal.

Ion trapping has myriad applications including the
realization of qubits for a quantum computer. There
are significant resources invested in this endeavor which
should translate to longer stability, reduced heating
rates, scaling to large numbers of ions, as well as the
realization of long-term stability in electrons. It is
exciting that these improvements translate directly into
increased sensitivity of dark matter detection.

Note Added: While this paper was in prepara-
tion, ideas related to detecting mCPs using ion traps
appeared in Ref [60]. Event rate measurements were
explored, which is a subset of the observables discussed
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in this work. While future projections were made in
Ref. [60], our work additionally provides existing limits
from the heating rate, which is already measured in
many traps. While we agree qualitatively with the
broad conclusions of the Ref. [60] for the future, that
ion traps are ideal mCP detectors, we disagree with
the quantitative results. In particular, for the future
projections using their parameters, we find different
answers for the reach. The discrepancy may arise from
the following differences. First, in Ref. [60] the scattering
is treated as a Rutherford scatter on a free, stationary
ion. Taking into account the initial energy of the ion
makes a significant difference. Second, in Ref. [60], the
ambient number density is conservatively assumed to
be the virial one, whereas, our work incorporates the
orders of magnitude increase in local density. Third, we
analyze the effect of work functions, trapping potentials
and mean-free-paths which are very important at
large charge. This provides a maximum charge above
which there is no reach. Fourth, we point out that
experiments performed near the surface of the earth
have access to only a constrained region in charge vs
mass, which can be expanded if the experiment was to
instead be performed in a deep mine. The initial arxiv
version of the publication [60] takes into account only
virialized velocity distributions, so it did not apply to
the parameter space we consider where current ion traps
have sensitivity. The subsequent slowdown to room
and cryogenic temperatures were incorporated in the
published version which just appeared during the final
stages of this work, though with the differences noted

above.
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Appendix A: Passage through trap

In this appendix we provide the details of the passage through the trap, as is relevant to the discussion in Sec. 3 3.2.

The aim is to relate the ambient density in the lab nlab to the density at the point where the ion is trapped, nQion.

1. Number density of mCPs in trap

Common to both Penning and Paul traps is the metallic high vacuum container that sets the wall temperature
Twall. As described earlier, the Penning and Paul traps differ in the mechanism to confine ions in the perpendicular
plane with the magnetic and RF fields preventing mCP propagation in the perpendicular direction for large enough
ε. On the other hand, for propagation along the axial direction, one can ignore these fields. However, in the axial
direction, some other important effects need to be considered. In the order they occur they are, thermalizing in walls,
penetration of the double wall, effect of vacuum pump, static electric potential. In order to capture these effects, let
us consider the following path for the mCPs:

1. Outside at temperature Troom with mCP density nlab

2. Metal A with barrier=εφ1 at temperature Twall with density nA and volume VA

3. buffer vacuum with effective temperature Twall with density nbuf and volume Vbuf

4. Metal B with barrier=εφ2 at temperature Twall with density nB and volume VB

5. vacuum inside with density nvac and has volume Vvac
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In practice, there could be a series of metals at decreasing temperatures and varied work functions as described
in Section. 2. We find that the smallest density inside the trap is obtained by two adjacent metals, both cold
and decreasing work functions, and hence work with this simplified model, which nonetheless captures the inherent
suppression. Note that the barrier for a positively charged particle to enter the metal from outside εφ is described in
detail in Appendix. A 2.

The change in local number density in any segment is given by the sum of the fluxes along each wall in the axial
direction, ignoring the perpendicular direction. For the metal A, the net incoming flux is,

fluxAin =

(
nlabe

− εφ1
Troom

√
Troom

2πmQ
+ nbufe

− εφ1
Twall

√
Twall

2πmQ

)
. (A1)

Here, the
√

Troom

2πmQ
comes from the average velocity and the exponent from needing to penetrate the double layer. We

can similarly write the outgoing flux, which gives,

fluxAout = 2nA

√
Twall

2πmQ
. (A2)

Here, the exponent is absent because the double layer pushes out all the positive charges that reach the boundary
and hence the flux is independent of the presence of the double layer. We can then write ṅ = Ain

V fluxin − Aout

V fluxout

for the different parts:

ṅA =
Awall

VA

(
nlabe

− εφ1
Troom

√
Troom

2πmQ
+ nbufe

− εφ1
Twall

√
Twall

2πmQ
− 2nA

√
Twall

2πmQ

)
,

ṅbuf =
Awall

Vbuf

√
Twall

2πmQ

(
nA + nB − nbuf

(
e
− εφ1
Twall + e

− εφ2
Twall

))
,

ṅB =
Awall

Vion

√
Twall

2πmQ

(
(nbuf + nvac) e

− εφ2
Twall − 2nB

)
,

ṅvac =

√
Twall

2πmQ

(
AwallnB − nvac

(
Awalle

− εφ2
Twall +Afan

))
/Vvac. (A3)

In the last line, the effect of the vacuum pump is taken into account by putting in an area Afan for the vacuum fan.
The assumption here is that all mCPs that hit the area, Afan are effectively evacuated from the vacuum region. The
steady state solution to this is,

neqbm
vac = nlab

√
Troom√
Twall

e
− εφ1
Troom

+
εφ1
Twall(

2 Afan

Awall
e
ε(φ1+φ2)
Twall + 1

) ≡ non Fan on (A4)

If the fan is turned off, the equilibrium density is set by Afan → 0, and given by,

noff = nlab

√
Troom√
Twall

(
e
εφ1
Twall

− εφ1
Troom

)
Fan off (A5)

This contains an exponential enhancement in the limit Twall � Troom. This happens because mCPs readily leak
from the metal into the vacuum, subsequently get cooled to Twall and now have a barrier to re-enter the metal. This
exponential enhancement happens only with a hermetic metal container and is a potentially promising mechanism to
greatly enhance the number density inside the trap. Since the hermeticity of the containers are unknown and in the

spirit of being conservative, we never allow densities to put constraints to go above nlab

√
Troom

Twall
.

Let us now discuss the dynamics after the fan is turned off. nvac is somewhere in between noff and non The mCPs
in metal B, diffuse into vacuum after the fan is turned off. Metal B has number density relatively independent of
on/off. Solving Eq. A3, it is given by,

nB =

√
Troom√
Twall

nlab

2
e−

εφ1
Troom e

− ε(φ2−φ1)
Twall . (A6)
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The second term is an exponential enhancement. Assuming the fan is turned off at time=0, the number density in
the vacuum after time τ is,

nvac(τ) = nB
τ

Lvac

√
Twall

2πmQ
+ non, (A7)

where Lvac = Vvac

Avac
. This was solved in the small τ limit, the maximum it can reach is noff . As noted earlier noff

contains an exponential enhancement which we cut off at nlab

√
Troom

Twall
. Finally then, the ambient number density in

the trap vacuum is,

ntrap = Min

[
nvac(τ), noff , nlab

√
Troom

Twall

]
, (A8)

where nvac(τ) is the number density as the trap is filling with mCPs before it reaches equilibrium as calculated in
Eq. (A7).

The mCPs are thermalized to Twall inside the trap. Then to find the number density at the position of the ion we
must take into account the axial potential barrier Vz. To do this we take a Boltzmann factor on top of the average
number density ntrap inside the trap to finally find the number density at the position of the ion to be

nQion = e
− εVz
Twall ntrap. (A9)

Note that values of Vz are listed in Tab. I. nQion is the density we use in the rate calculations.

2. Work function of metals

Here we consider the effect of the work function of a metal on the passage of mCPs through that metal. This is
only relevant for mCPs of relatively large charge (ε & 10−2) but for those it can be a large effect. The work function
for mCPs, which we will call εφ, is not simply ε times the work function for electrons. For electrons the work function
arises from several contributions (of varying sign) including e.g. the binding to the lattice of nuclei, the Fermi sea of
other electrons, and surface effects such as the “double layer” or the image charge potential. Several of these do not
apply to mCPs and so the final answer for the work function of an mCP in a metal is significantly different from ε
times the work function for electrons.

The density of mCPs is low enough that any Fermi sea of other mCPs (if they are fermions) is not relevant. For
electrons removing the Fermi sea would increase the work function, making them more deeply bound to the metal
than their normal work function.

The image charge of the mCP also has charge εe and so the potential energy between mCP and image charge is
∝ ε2 and is irrelevant for ε . 0.1 which is the region we consider. For electrons, the image charge force is attractive
and so removing it makes electrons less deeply bound compared to their normal work function.

Further we are considering positive mCPs so they do not bind to nuclei. Of-course they will have an electromagnetic
interaction with the positively charged (point-like) nuclei and the negatively charged (relatively uniform) sea of
electrons. The only negative potential energy contribution could come from binding with electrons, but such a bound
state would be much larger than the normal size of an atom (or interatomic spacing) by a factor ε−1. Within such
a large distance there will be many nuclei and electrons and thus a roughly zero net charge density. Note that the
mCP itself is significantly heavier and thus of smaller wavelength than an electron in the entire parameter space we
consider. So its wavefunction is quite different than the electron’s wavefunction. The positive mCP is mainly repelled
by the repulsive potentials of positively charged nuclei. So at most we would expect that the effect of interaction
would be a repulsion of the mCP, namely a positive potential energy relative to infinity. But this is unlikely to be
very significant.

The ‘double layer’ surface effect is relevant for mCPs. Since the metal has negative charge density extending outside
the region which contains the positive nuclei, it acts a bit like a capacitor around the edges of the metal. Namely it has
a potential energy barrier for the mCPs which is simply ε times the magnitude of the usual double layer contribution
to the work function for electrons. We will thus use this as our estimate for the work function (potential energy
barrier) for mCPs.

In Tab. II we list the usual electron work functions (WF) for several relevant metals surrounding the experiments
we consider. We also list the double layer contribution (DL) and the remainder of the work function (µ). Wherever
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available this data is taken directly from [61] and the numbers for the rest of the metals are interpolated from the
data available in [61] for different rs. Note that we have taken conventions in which:

WF = DL− µ. (A10)

We then take the potential energy barrier for the mCPs crossing a metal to be

εφ = ε×DL, (A11)

where we have taken conventions where DL is positive.

Element rs µ [eV] DL [eV] WF [eV]

Copper 2.67 -0.45 3.19 3.65

Steel 2.12 2.05 5.91 3.86

Aluminium 2.07 2.39 6.26 3.87

Gold 3.01 -1.20 2.30 3.5

Nickel 2.59 -0.20 3.47 3.68

TABLE II: The electron work functions (WF) for several relevant metals surrounding the experiments we consider.
If not available in [61], interpolation is used to estimate the numbers using the known rs values. The double layer

contribution (DL) and the remainder of the work function (µ) are also shown.

As noted above in Appendix A 1 the relevant effect of the work function of the metals around the experiment
comes from the case where the experiment is encased in two different metals and the work function for mCPs of
the inner metal is larger (in magnitude) then that of the outer one. Note that for many of the experiments, the
metals enclosing them are often grounded. This slightly modifies the above difference in work functions. If the
two metals were not electrically connected then we would just have the difference in the two mCP work functions
∆φ = φ1−φ2 = DL1−DL2. But if they are connected by a wire (or both grounded) then you also subtract from this
difference in double layers the difference in electron work functions (WF), thus ending up with just the difference of
the mu’s. This is because of the contact potential effect between two metals. Thus in this case the potential barrier
height difference between the two metals is

∆U = ε ((DL1 −DL2)− (WF1 −WF2)) = ε (µ1 − µ2) . (A12)

In this case, this would actually be what enters all the equations in Appendix A 1 instead of the quantity ε (φ1 − φ2).
However since the work functions of the relevant metals are not very different, this does not appreciably change our
answer.

There are many paths that an MCP may take to enter each actual experiment with multiple different metals to
pass through. Further, while the overall work functions of each metal are measured quantities, the part of the work
function which comes from the double layer must be calculated and may have some uncertainty to it. Thus in order
to avoid all this complication we simply take very conservative estimates for the mCP work functions. From Tab. II
it can be seen that the differences in work functions that are relevant for any of the experiments is at most ∼ 3 eV.
Therefore we assume φ2 − φ1 = 3 eV for all equations in Appendix A 1. This will set the top of the excluded regions
in Fig. 2 and the right side in Fig. 3. Further we assume φ1 = 3 eV (and so φ2 = 6 eV) wherever relevant, which is
conservative.

Appendix B: Heating Rates

Consider mCPs mQ scattering with an ion target. Let us assume that their velocities are vQ and vion. The CM
velocity of each particle is given by

vion
CM,i = (vion − vQ)

mQ

mion +mQ
, (B1)

and the final velocity is

vion
CM,f = vCM,i

ion n̂. (B2)
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Here, we use the fact that the magnitude of the velocity does not change in the CM frame. The final velocity of the
ion is assumed to be in the n̂ direction.

The change in velocity in any frame is,

∆vion =
mQ

mion +mQ
|vion − vQ|

(
n̂− vion − vQ

|vion − vQ|

)
=

mQ

mion +mQ
[(cos θ − 1) (vion − vQ) + sin θ|vion − vQ|n⊥] . (B3)

We can drop the sin θ piece because it averages to zero. The CM velocity vCM is given by,

vCM =
(mionvion +mQvQ)

mion +mQ
. (B4)

The energy transfer is given by,

∆Eion = mionvCM.∆vion. (B5)

We simplify this equation in the simple case of free ion targets, in order to learn qualitative features. In the free
ion limit, there is no minimum energy transfer Emin. Hence, the energy transfer rate is given by,

Ḣ = nQ〈σ∆Eionvrel〉

=
nQmQmion

mion +mQ

∫
d3vQgQ

∫
d3viongion

∫
d cos θ

dσ

d cos θ
(1− cos θ) |vQ − vion|vCM. (vQ − vion)

=
nQmQmion

mion +mQ

∫
d3vQgQ

∫
d3viongion|vQ − vion|vCM. (vQ − vion)σion (|vQ − vion|) . (B6)

Here σion is the transfer cross-section for Rutherford Scattering.
We now do a change of variable,

vrel = vQ − vion

vm =

mQ
TQ

vQ + mion

Tion
vion

mQ
TQ

+ mion

Tion

. (B7)

Then, ∫
d3vQgQ

∫
d3viongion =

∫
d3vrelfrel

∫
d3vmfm. (B8)

The thermal width of frel is given by
TQ
mQ

+ Tion

mion
. Also,

vCM = vm +
mionmQ (TQ − Tion)

(mion +mQ) (mQTion +mionTQ)
vrel. (B9)

Then,

Ḣ =
nQmQmion

mion +mQ

∫
d3vrelfrel

∫
d3vmfm|vrel|(vm +

mionmQ (TQ − Tion)

(mion +mQ) (mQTion +mionTQ)
vrel).vrelσion (|vrel|) . (B10)

Now the term proportional to just vm is odd and hence its integral is zero, the rest is independent of vm and hence
the Boltzmann integral vm gives 1. This gives,

Ḣ =
nQm

2
ionm

2
Q (TQ − Tion)

(mion +mQ)
2

(mQTion +mionTQ)

∫
d3vrelfrelv

3
relσt(vrel). (B11)

When σt = σ0

v4
rel

, then,

∫
d3vrel

frel

vrel
=

(
2

π

mionmQ

(mQTion +mionTQ)

) 1
2

. (B12)
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Defining Tion

mion
+

TQ
mQ

= u2
th, we get,

Ḣ =

√
2

π

nQmQmion(TQ − Tion)

(mion +mQ)2

σ0

u3
th

. (B13)

We see that the heating rate is proportional to the difference in temperatures TQ− Tion. Furthermore the rate is also

proportional to u−3
th .

However, the ions are in a harmonic oscillator potential and hence there is a minimum energy Emin such that

∆Eion > Emin. (B14)

In this case, the heating rate is instead,

Ḣ = nQion

∫
d3vQgQ

∫
d3viongion

∫
dΩ|vQ − vion|

dσ

dΩ
EionΘ (|Eion| − Ethr) Θ (Esamp − |Eion|) . (B15)
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